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Background: Enterobious vermicularis or pinworm is one of the most regularly encountered enteric nematodes. It infects lots of people 

around the world and because of its ability to infect the same people . likewise, infection occurs to all classes , however, prefer to 

spread in crowded areas, so you find it spread among members of the same family. Therefore we find the necessary to assess the level 

of knowledge of mother and how they deal with the pinworm if it infect their children .Subject and methods:   a descriptive  design 

study has been done in Al- Najaf governate  managed throughout the period from  April 4th, 2021 until June 25th 2021.    The study 

was performed by an electronic form which targeted  76 mothers and their children. By the way the questionnaire sheet consist of two 

parts : part I: consist of demographic data about the mother that includes their age , educational level , occupation , socio economic 

status, residence and size whether the second part : focus on the knowledge of the mother about caring with their children that infected 

with pinworm and how they deal and their  measures. Results: results of our study show that the mother as a whole have a moderate 

knowledge about caring of their children,  however , showed that low level of mothers' education had intermediate school , and low 

level of occupation (joblessness) were significant risk factors for infection with pinworms. Conclusion: we derived from this study that 

assessment of mothers' knowledge that the mother appear a good level of caring of their children that infected with pinworms. 

Recommendation: at the end we recommended to activating the role of health visit for nurses that working in field of school health 

,also field visits to remote areas that may play role in rise the level of knowledge about caring of kids infected with pinworms. Key 

words: children , pinworms , knowledge , assessment.
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Assessing the safety, efficacy and side effects of the vaccine is urgently needed, and has been heavily scrutinized by the leading 

medical agencies around the world. The objectives of the current study were to determine the side effects of COVID-19 vaccine among 

vaccinated individuals and to find out the relationship between the side effects and the number of doses, and type of vaccine. 

A descriptive cross-sectional study approach was designed to meet the previously mentioned objectives of the current study. The period 

of the study is from 1st November 201 to 20th February 2022. A purposive  sample of (878) vaccinated subjects was taken in this study 

. The researchers have adopted the following ta questionnaire to a determine the side effects of COVID-19 vaccination, it included the 

following :- Subjects socio-demographic data (ag/years, gender, residency, accommodation and BMI) ; the second part of the 

questionnaire included the side effects of COVID-19 (included a check list of 21 common expected side effects, the participated 

subject can also add any side effect that is not mentioned in the list).

The current study showed that majority of the subjects subgroup are: those with no chronic disease (89.1%); those with no previous 

with COVID-19 (52.7%); those vaccinated by the second dose (77.9%). The distribution of vaccine was: (71.1%), (21.5%), and (7.4 

%) for Pfizer, Sinopharm and AstraZeneca. The results also showed that most of the vaccine adverse effects tend to appear more and 

be more severe in the second dose compared to the first dose. The present study also revealed that the majority of the vaccine adverse 

effects tend to appear in AstraZeneca especially regarding the following items: (Pain at the injection site), (Redness at the injection 

site), (High temperature), (cough), (rash), (Nausea and vomiting), (muscle pain), (Joint pain), (extreme tiredness), (chills), (headache), 

(Hypertension), (pain in chest), (Shortness of breath), (insomnia), (rapid heartbeat). The same table exhibited that Pfizer showed more 

severe adverse effect regarding (Swelling at the injection site). 

        It was concluded that the most common adverse effects recorded in this study are:  (Pain at the injection site), (Redness at the 

injection site), (High temperature), (cough), (rash), (Nausea and vomiting), (muscle pain), (Joint pain), (extreme tiredness), (chills), 

(headache), (Hypertension), (pain in chest), (Shortness of breath), (insomnia), (rapid heartbeat) and (Swelling at the injection site).  

Second: The side Effects that were more frequently reported with AstraZeneca, then Pfizer, while Sinopharm exhibited the less 

frequent side effects. The side effects appear to be most intense and frequent in the second dose compared to the first dose.

           It was recommended to achieve studies about the effectiveness of educational program in relieving the side effects of COVID-

19 vaccine;  conducting further studies about the attitude and knowledge of the health care providers about COVID-19 vaccines ; 

performing  an international study to compare the side effects of other different types of vaccines.
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